
From: Ben Sandover 

Sent: 04 October 2018 16:57 

To: Devcon Mailbox 

Subject: LP - FW: Application 06/2018/0884  

 
Hi, 
 
Please could this be uploaded as consultee response from Conservation Officer. 
 
Thanks, 
 
Ben Sandover 
Senior Planning Officer 
+441772906574 
Preston City Council 

From: Diane Vaughton  

Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2018 12:08 PM 

To: Ben Sandover <B.Sandover@preston.gov.uk> 

Subject: Application 06/2018/0884  

 
Dear Ben, 
 
Application 06/2018/0884 
 
In line with the comments received from Historic England I would like to raise 
concerns to the ‘red edge’ and the inclusion for the two fields to the south of Bushells 
Hospital and east of Bushellls Arms.  The rural, village character of the area is 
important to the distinctive setting of the concentration of heritage assets along Mill 
Lane including The Grapes Inn, Oliversons School as well as the locally listed 
buildings along Church Lane.  The separation of the housing from Mill Lane will 
provide open space affording views and distance from the heritage assets however 
the application puts forward an element of change and future potential by including 
the two fields within the red edge. 
 
The various access points into the sight will need to be well thought out with high 
quality materials that are not urban in style but reflect a rural location, incorporating 
hedges, trees, resin bound road surfaces and open, low boundary treatments.  What 
should be avoided is tarmac, concrete post and timber fencing along the access 
lanes.  I also have concerns that the timber framed football club; LLA 79 Goosnargh 
Village Football Club (timber framed), Church Lane, or other locally listed assets are 
directly affected by the accesses and would seek clarification on this. 
 
The site is inward looking built on an enclosed site, currently a field, which is similar 
to that of an estate and is a dramatic change from the established linear urban grain 
in this location where development is primarily along the roadside and formal 
elevations are outward looking that engage with the village street scenes. The 
development should respond to local character, history and evolution and reflect the 
identity of local surroundings and materials. The proposed estate does not reflect a 
rural character but instead has the layout and features of an estate found in densely 
built-up suburban and urban areas.   



 
To reiterate Historic England I would advise that perhaps some development can be 
achieved here but great weight should be given to the core planning principle of the 
conservation of heritage assets and that the present scheme could harm the 
significance of these assets by the proposed development within its setting (NPPF 
193-4). Any harm requires clear and convincing justification (NPPF 194). I consider 
that the design has the potential to satisfy this policy and statutory context although 
there is some uncertainty with regard to the precise layout as it may result in 
unjustified harm.  
 
It is advised that an analysis of views from the suggested access points and other 
key views are provided along with a revisit of the proposed layout.  The views from 
within the existing site found in the heritage statement are helpful but a more 
thorough analysis of views from key points of the proposed layout would be more 
helpful to ascertain the impact. 
 
Kind Regards 
Diane 
 

Diane Vaughton  
Conservation Officer  

Telephone: +441772906598 

Planning Management 
Town Hall, Lancaster Road, Preston, PR1 2RL  

  

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

    

 


